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Abstract

Application performance and availability can be improved
by aggressive background replication – distributing data
across a network to where it is needed before it is requested.
However, given the rapid fluctuations of available network
bandwidth and changing resource costs due to technology
trends, hand tuning applications risks (1) complicating ap-
plications, (2) being too aggressive and interfering with other
applications, and (3) being too timid and not gaining the ben-
efits of background replication. Our goal is for the operating
system to manage network resources in order to provide a
simple abstraction of zero-cost background replication. Our
system, TCP Nice, provably bounds the interference inflicted
by background flows on foreground flows. And our mi-
crobenchmarks and case study applications suggest that in
practice it interferes little with foreground flows while reap-
ing a large fraction of spare network bandwidth and simplify-
ing application construction and deployment. For example in
one microbenchmark, when demand flows consume half of
the available bandwidth, Nice flows consume 50%-80% of
the remaining bandwidth without increasing demand pack-
ets’ average latencies by more than 5%; if the same back-
ground flows are transmitted with TCP Reno, they can hurt
foreground latencies by up to two orders of magnitude. In
our prefetching case study application, aggressive prefetch-
ing improves demand performance by a factor of three when
Nice manages resources; but the same prefetching hurts de-
mand performance by a factor of six under standard network
congestion control.

1 Introduction

Application performance and availability can be improved
by aggressive background replication – distributing data
across a network to where it is needed before it is requested.
A broad range of applications and services can trade in-
creased network bandwidth consumption and disk space for
improved service latency [19, 21, 28, 34, 39, 48], improved
availablity [15, 53], increased scalability [7], or support for
mobility [30, 42, 46]. Many of these services have po-
tentially unlimited bandwidth demands where incrementally
more bandwidth consumption provides incrementally better

service. For example, a web prefetching system can improve
its hit rate by fetching objects from a virtually unlimited
collection of objects that have non-zero probability of ac-
cess [12, 14] or by updating cached copies more frequently
as data change [17, 48, 47]; similarly, in peer to peer repli-
cation systems, Yu and Vahdat suggest a direct trade-off be-
tween the aggressiveness of update propagation and service
availability [53]. Technology trends suggest that “wasting”
bandwidth and storage to improve latency and availability
will become increasingly attractive in the future: per-byte
network transport costs and disk storage costs are low and
have been improving at 80-100% per year [13, 20, 38]; con-
versely network availability [41, 54, 15] and network laten-
cies improve slowly, and long latencies and failures waste
human time.

Current operating systems and networks do not provide good
support for aggressive background replication. In particular,
because background transfers compete with foreground re-
quests, aggressive replication can hurt overall performance
and availability by increasing network congestion. Applica-
tions must therefore carefully balance the benefits of repli-
cation against the risk of both self-interference, where appli-
cations hurt their own performance, and cross-interference,
where applications hurt other applications’ performance. Of-
ten, applications attempt to achieve this balance by setting
“magic numbers” (e.g., the prefetch threshold in prefetch-
ing algorithms [21, 28]) that have little obvious relationship
to system goals (e.g., availability or latency) or constraints
(e.g., current spare network bandwidth).

Our goal is for the operating system to manage network re-
sources in order to provide a simple abstraction of zero-cost
background replication. A self-tuning background replica-
tion layer will enable new classes of applications by (1) sim-
plifying applications, (2) reducing the risk of being too ag-
gressive, and (3) making it easier to reap a large fraction of
spare bandwidth to gain the advantages of background repli-
cation. Self-tuning resource management seems essential
for coping with network conditions that change significantly
over periods of seconds (e.g., changing congestion [54]),
hours (e.g., diurnal patterns), and months (e.g., technology
trends [13, 38]). We focus on managing network resources
rather than processors, disks, and memory both because
other work has provided suitable end-station schedulers for
these local resources [14, 26, 35, 40, 45] and because net-
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works are shared across applications, users, and organiza-
tions and therefore pose the most critical resource manage-
ment challenge to aggressive background replication.

Our system, TCP Nice, dramatically reduces the interference
inflicted by background flows on foreground flows. It does
so by modifying TCP congestion control to be more sensi-
tive to congestion than traditional protocols such as TCP-
Reno [31] or TCP Vegas [11] by detecting congestion ear-
lier, reacting to it more aggressively, and by allowing much
smaller effective minimum congestion windows. Although
each of these changes is simple, the combination is care-
fully constructed to provably bound the interference of back-
ground flows on foreground flows while still achieving rea-
sonable throughput in practice. Our Linux implementation
of Nice allows senders to select Nice or standard Reno con-
gestion control on a connection-by-connection basis, and it
requires no modifications at the receiver.

Our goals are to minimize damage to foreground flows while
reaping a significant fraction of available spare network ca-
pacity. We evaluate Nice against these goals using theory,
microbenchmarks, and application case studies.

Because our first goal is to avoid interference regardless of
network conditions or application aggressiveness, our proto-
col must rest on a sound theoretical basis. In Section 3, we
argue that our protocol is always less aggressive than Reno,
and we prove under a simplified network model that Nice
flows interfere with Reno flows’ bandwidth by a factor that
falls exponentially with the size of the buffer at the bottle-
neck router independent of the number of Nice flows in the
network. In our analysis, all three features described above
are essential for bounding interference.

Our microbenchmarks comprise both ns [1] simulations to
stress test the protocol and Internet measurements to exam-
ine the system’s behavior under realistic conditions. Our
simulation results in Section 4 indicate that Nice avoids in-
terfering with Reno or Vegas flows across a wide range of
background transfer loads and spare network capacity situa-
tions. For example, when there are 16 continuously back-
logged background flows competing with demand HTTP
cross traffic that average 12 open connections and that con-
sume half of the bottleneck bandwidth, the background flows
slow down the average demand packet by less than 5% and
they reap over 70% of the spare network bandwidth. Con-
versely, 16 backlogged Reno (or Vegas) flows slow demand
requests by more than an order of magnitude.

Our Internet microbenchmarks in Section 5 measure the per-
formance of simultaneous foreground and background trans-
fers across a variety of Internet links. We find that back-
ground flows cause little interference to foreground traffic:
the foreground flows’ average latency and bandwidth are lit-
tle changed between when foreground flows compete with
background flows and when they do not. Furthermore, we
find that there is sufficient spare capacity that background

flows reap significant amounts of bandwidth throughout the
day. For example, during most hours Nice flows between
London England and Austin Texas averaged more than 80%
of the bandwidth achieved by Reno flows; during the worst
hour observed they still saw more than 30% of the Reno
flows’ bandwidth.

Finally, our case study applications seek to examine the end-
to-end effectiveness, the simplicity, and the usefulness of
Nice. We examine two services. First, we implement a
HTTP prefetching client and server and use Nice to regu-
late the aggressiveness of prefetching. Second, we study the
Tivoli Data Exchange [4] system for replicating data across
large numbers of hosts. In both cases, Nice allows us to (1)
simplify the application by eliminating magic numbers, (2)
reduce the risk of interfering with demand transfers, and (3)
improve the effectiveness of background transfers by using
significant amounts of bandwidth when spare capacity ex-
ists. For example, in our prefetching case study, when ap-
plications prefetch aggressively, they can improve their per-
formancy by a factor of 3 when they use Nice, but if they
prefetch using TCP-Reno instead, they overwhelm the net-
work and increase total demand response times by more than
a factor of six.

The primary limitation of our analysis is that we evaluate
our system when competing against Reno and Vegas TCP
flows, but we do not systematically evaluate it against other
congestion control protocols such as equation-based [24] or
rate-based [43]. Our protocol is strictly less aggressive than
Reno, and we expect that it will cause little interference with
other demand flows, but future work is needed to provide ev-
idence to support this assertion. A second concern is incen-
tive compatibility: will users use low priority flows for back-
ground traffic when they could use high priority flows in-
stead? We observe that most of the “aggressive replication”
applications cited above do, in fact, voluntarily limit their ag-
gressiveness by, for example, prefetching only objects whose
priority of use exceeds a threshold [21, 48]. Two factors may
account for this phenomenon. First, good engineers may
consider the social costs of background transfers and there-
fore be conservative in their demands. Second, most users
have an incentive to at least avoid self-interference where
a user’s background traffic interferes with that user’s fore-
ground traffic from the same or different application. We
thus believe that Nice is a useful tool for both responsible
and selfish engineers and users.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the Nice congestion control algorithm. Sections 3, 4,
and 5 describe our analytic results, NS microbenchmark re-
sults, and Internet measurement results. Section 6 describes
our experience with case study applications. Finally, Sec-
tion 7 puts this work in context with related work, and Sec-
tion 8 presents our conclusions.
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2 Design and Implementation

In designing our system, we seek to balance two conflicting
goals. An ideal system would (1) cause no interference to
demand transfers and (2) consume 100% of available spare
bandwidth. In order to provide a simple and safe abstraction
to applications, we emphasize the former goal and will be
satisfied if our protocol makes use of a significant fraction of
spare bandwidth. Although it is easy for an adversary to con-
struct scenarios where Nice does not get any throughput in
spite of there being sufficient spare capacity in the network,
our experiments confirm that in practice, Nice obtains a sig-
nificant fraction of the throughput of Reno or Vegas when
there is spare capacity in the network.

2.1 Background: Existing Algorithms

Congestion control mechanisms in existing transmission
protocols are composed of a congestion signal and a reaction
policy. The congestion control algorithms in popular vari-
ants of TCP (Reno, NewReno, Tahoe, SACK) use packet loss
as a congestion signal. In steady state, the reaction policy
uses additive increase and multiplicative decrease (AIMD) in
which the sending rate is controlled by a congestion window
that is multiplicatively decreased by a factor of two upon a
packet drop and is increased by one per window of data ac-
knowledged. The AIMD framework is fundamental to the
robustness of the Internet [31, 16].

However, with respect to our goal of minimizing interfer-
ence, this congestion signal–a packet loss–arrives too late
to avoid damaging other flows. In particular, overflowing
a buffer (or filling a RED router enough to cause it to start
dropping packets) may trigger losses in other flows, forcing
them to back off multiplicatively and lose throughput.

In order to detect incipient congestion due to interference
we monitor round-trip delays of packets and use increasing
round-trip delays as a signal of congestion. In this respect,
we draw inspiration from TCP Vegas [11], a protocol that
differs from TCP-Reno in its congestion avoidance phase.
By monitoring round-trip delyas, each Vegas flow tries to
keep between � (typically 1) and

�
(typically 3) packets

buffered at the bottleneck router. If fewer than � packets
are queued, Vegas increases the window by one per window
of data acknowledged. If more than

�
packets are queued,

the algorithm decreases the window by one per window of
data acknowledged. Vegas does this estimation as follows:

��� ����
	���� // Expected throughput

� � �������������������� // Actual throughput

Diff
� �"! �

if(Diff # $�%�
	���� )

&'�(&*) +
else if(Diff , -�%�.	/��� )&'�(&0!1+

Bounding the difference between the actual and expected
throughput translates to maintaining between � and

�
packets in the bottleneck router. Although Vegas seems a
promising candidate protocol for background flows, it has
some drawbacks:
1. Vegas has been designed to compete for throughput
approximately fairly with Reno.
2. Vegas attempts to back off when the number of queued
packets from its flows increase, but it does not necessarily
back off when the number of packets enqueued by other
flows increases.
3. Each Vegas flow tries to keep 1 to 3 packets in the
bottleneck queue, hence a collection of background flows
could cause significant interference.

Note that even setting � and
�

to very small values does not
prevent Vegas from interfering with cross traffic. The linear
decrease on the “Diff 2 � ” trigger is not responsive enough
to keep from interfering with other flows. We confirm this
intuition using simulations and real-world experiments, and
it also follows as a conclusion from the theoretical analysis.

2.2 TCP Nice

The Nice extension adds three components to Vegas: first,
a more sensitive congestion detector; second, multiplicative
reduction in response to increasing round trip times; and
third, the ability to reduce the congestion window below one.
These additions are simple, but our analysis and experiments
demonstrate that the omission of any of them would fun-
damentally increase the interference caused by background
flows.

A Nice flow monitors round-trip delays, estimates the to-
tal queue size at the bottleneck router, and signals conges-
tion when this total queue size exceeds a fraction of the
estimated maximum queue capacity. Nice uses 354�687:9;9 ,
the minimum observed round trip time, as the estimate of
the round trip time when queues are empty, and it uses
3=<�>?7:9;9 as an estimate of the round trip time when the
bottleneck queue is full. If more than fraction of the packets
Nice sends during a RTT window encounter delays exceed-
ing 354�687:9;9"@BAC35<�>D7E9F9HG 3I4�687:9;9EJLKNM�O?PRQTSRODUTVCW , our
detector signals congestion. After the first rount-trip delay
estimate, maxRTT is initialized to XYKN354�687:9;9 . As in Ve-
gas, such running measures have their limitations – for ex-
ample if the network is in a state of persistent congestion
a bad estimate of 354�687E9F9 is likely to be obtained. How-
ever, past studies [5, 44] have indicated that a good esti-
mate of the minimum round-trip delay can typically be ob-
tained in a short time; our experience supports this claim.
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Route changes during a transfer can also contribute to inac-
curacies in RTT estimates. However such changes are un-
common [41] and we speculate that they can be handled by
maintaining exponentially decaying averages for 354�687:9;9
and 3=<�>D7:9;9 estimates.

An early prototype signalled congestion when encountering
delays exceeding 354�687:9;9�� A � @ M�O?PTQTS/ODUTVCW�� J . Our new
approach of expressing the threshold in terms of the differ-
ence between 354�687:9;9 and 35<�>D7E9F9 not only makes the
problem more mathamatically tractable but also eliminates
the need to hand-tune the threshold for different networks.

When a Nice flow signals congestion, it halves its current
congestion window. In contrast Vegas reduces its window
by one packet each round that encoungers long round trip
times and only halves its window if packets are lost (falling
back on Reno-like behavior.) The combination of more ag-
gressive detection and more aggressive reaction may make it
more difficult for Nice to maximize throughput, but our de-
sign goals lead us to minimize interference even at the poten-
tial cost of throughput. Our analysis bounding interference
with demand flows relies on detecting when queues exceed a
threshold and on backing off multiplicatively, and our exper-
imental results show that even with these aggressively timid
policies, we achieve reasonble throughput in practice.

Figure 1, discussed in detail in Section 3, shows a queue at
a bottleneck router that routes Nice flows with a threshold
M and fraction f. Round-trip delays of packets are indica-
tive of the current queue size. The Nice congestion avoid-
ance mechanism incorporating the interference trigger can
be written as:

per ack operation:
if( ���	�	
	���
	������� ,������������ )���� ���� !������"

numCong++;
per round operation:

if #$�&%��('����!)Y, f
� & "&+* &�,.-

else /
//.... Vegas congestion avoidance follows0

If the congestion condition does not trigger, Nice falls back
on Vegas’ congestion avoidance rules. If a packet is lost,
Nice falls back on Reno’s rules.

The final change to congestion control is to allow the win-
dow sizes to multiplicatively decrease below one if so dic-
tated by the congestion trigger and response. In order to af-
fect window sizes less than one, we send a packet out after
waiting for the appropriate number of smoothed round-trip
delays. In these circumstances we lose ack-clocking, but the
flow continues to send at most as many packets into the net-
work as it gets out. In this phase the packets act as network
probes waiting for congestion to dissapate. By allowing the
window to go below one, Nice retains the non-interference

property even for a large number of flows. Both our analysis
and our experiments confirm the importance of this feature:
this optimization significantly reduces interference, particu-
larly when testing against several background flows. A sim-
ilar optimization has been suggested even for regular flows
to handle cases when the number of flows starts to approach
the bottleneck router buffer size [37].

2.3 Prototype Implementation

We implement a prototype Nice system1 by extending an ex-
isting version of the Linux kernel that supports Vegas con-
gestion avoidance. Like Vegas, we use microsecond resolu-
tion timers to monitor round-trip delays of packets to imple-
ment a congestion detector as described in section 2.2. In
our implementation, we set the Vegas parameters � and

�
to

1 and 3 respectively.

The Linux TCP implementation maintains a minimum win-
dow size of two in order to avoid delayed acknowledgements
by receivers that attempt to send one acknowledgement ev-
ery two packets. In order to allow the congestion window
to go to one or below one, we add a new timer that runs on
a per-socket basis when the congestion window for the par-
ticular socket(flow) is below two. When in this phase, the
flow waits for the appropriate number of RTTs before send-
ing two packets into the network. Thus, a window of 1/16
means that the flow sends out two packets after waiting for
32 smoothed round-trip times. We limit the minimum win-
dow size to

�214365
in our prototype.

Our congestion detector signals congestion when more than
fraction 798!:<; packets during an RTT encounter delays ex-
ceeding M�O�PTQTSRO?UTV�W=7>8!: X . We discuss the sensitivity to
M�O?PTQTS/ODUTVCW in more detail in Section 3. The fraction does not
enter directly into our analysis; our experimental studies in
Section 4 indicate that the interference is relatively insensi-
tive to the fraction parameter chosen. Since packets are sent
in bursts, most packets in a round observe similar round-trip
times. In the future we plan to study pacing packets [6]
across a round in order to obtain better samples of prevailing
round-trip delays.

Our prototype provides a simple API to designate a flow as a
background flow through an option in the setsockopt system
call. By default, flows are foreground flows.

3 Analysis

Experimental evidence alone is insufficient to allow us
to make strong statements about Nice’s non-interference
properties for general network topologies, background flow
workloads, and foreground flow workloads. We therefore

1An on-line demonstration and a source code distribution are available
at http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/arun/nice/
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Figure 1: Nice Queue Dynamics

analyse it formally to bound the reduction in throughput that
Nice can impose on foreground flows. Our primary result
is that for long transfers, the reduction in the throughput of
Reno flows is asymptotically bounded by a factor that falls
exponentially with the maximum queue length of the bottle-
neck router irrespective of the number of Nice flows present.
This analysis has also guided our design, allowing us to in-
clude features that are necessary for noninterference while
excluding those that are not. Our experience with the pro-
totype has supported the benefit of using theoretical analy-
sis to guide our design: we encountered few surprises and
required no topology- or workload-dependent tuning during
our experimental effort.

Theoretical analysis of network protocols, of course, has
limits. In general, as one abstracts away details to gain
tractability or generality, one risks omitting important behav-
iors. For example, our formal analysis holds for long back-
ground flows, which are the target workload of our abstrac-
tion. But it also assumes long foreground Reno flows, which
are clearly not the only cross-traffic of interest. Our formal
analysis also assumes a simplified fluid approximation and
synchronous network model, as described below. Finally,
in our analysis, we abstract detection by assuming that at
the end of each RTT epoch, a Nice sender accurately esti-
mates the queue length during the previous epoch. Our im-
plementation approximates this detection with packet round
trip time measurements. Although these assumptions are re-
strictive, the insights gained in the analysis lead us to expect
the protocol to work well in other circumstances, and our ex-
perimental evaluations complement the analysis by showing
low interference in practice.

We use a simplified fluid approximation model of the net-
work to help us model the interaction of multiple flows us-
ing separate congestion control algorithms. This model as-
sumes infinitely small packets. We simplify the network it-
self to a source, destination, and a single bottleneck, namely
a router that performs drop-tail queuing as shown in Figure 1.
Let � denote the service rate of the queue and � the avail-
able buffer size at the queue. Let � be the round-trip delay
of packets between the source and destination excluding all

queuing delays. We consider a fixed number of connections,
3 following Reno and V following Nice, all of which attempt
to transfer a single large file from the source to the destina-
tion. The connections are homogeneous, i.e. they experience
the same propogation delay � . Moreover, the connections
are synchronized so that in the case of buffer overflow, all
connections simultaneously detect a loss and multiply their
window sizes by � . Such synchronization phenomena have
been reported in studies [6] and models assuming flow syn-
chronization have been used in previous analyses [10]. We
model only the congestion avoidance phase to analyze the
steady-state behaviour.

Let ��� ACM�J and ���8ACM�J denote respectively the total number of
outstanding Reno and Nice packets at time M . � A�M�J , the total
window size, is ��� ACM�J @	���8ACM�J . We trace the dynamics of
these window sizes by dividing the duration of the flows into
periods. The end of a period and the beginning of the next is
marked by a packet loss, at which time each flow reduces its
window size by a factor of � . � ACM�J 7
��� @�� just before
a loss and � A�M�J 7'A���5@�� J K�� just after. Let M�� be the
beginning of one such period after a loss.

We consider first the more interesting case when � ACM��RJ 7
A��� @�� J�������� . For ease of analysis we assume that the
“Vegas

�
” parameter for the Nice flows is 8 , i.e. the Nice

flows additively decrease upon observing round-trip times
greater than � . Consider the case when 302HV . The window
dynamics in any period can be split into four intervals as
described below.

In interval � M�����M������ ACM�J increases from � ACM��RJ to ��� , at
which point the queue starts building. Both Reno and Nice
flows increase linearly and their dynamics can be represented
as: ��  "!$#&%$')(+*!�( 7 , -

!$#/.0'1(+*!�( 7 2- (1)

Since the boundary conditions are given, the above equa-
tions completely determine � � A�M�J���� � A�M�J in this interval.
The next interval � M3�4��M�56� is marked by additive increase of� � , but additive decrease of � � as the “Diff 2 � ” rule trig-
gers the underlying Vegas controls for the Nice flows. The
round-trip time experienced by each packet when the queue
is non-empty is given by � ACM�J 1 � , and the window dynamics
during interval � M3�4� M�56� are as follows:�7� 7 !$#/%8'1(+*!�( 7 ,:9#;'1(+*

!$#&.0'1(+*!�( 7 G 219#;'1(+*
(2)

The end of this interval is the time M�5 when � ACM�5�J 7	���L@=< ( ,where < ( is the threshold queue size that begins multiplica-
tive backoff for Nice flows. However, the rate of decrease
of ��� A�M�J is bounded by the rate of increase of increase of
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� � ACM�J . Thus, the dynamics of interval � M�5 ��M � � are governed
by:

�7� 7 !$#/%$'1(+*!�( 7 , 9# '1(+*
!$#/. ')(+*!�( 7 G m 4�6%A #/. '1(+* 95�� # '1(+* � , 9# '1(+* J

(3)

The end of the above interval marks the completion of the
period. At this point � ACM � J 7 ��� @�� , and right after,
each flow decreases its window size by a factor of � , thereby
entering into the next period.

In order to quantify the interference experienced by Reno
flows because of the presence of Nice flows we make the
following observations.

Lemma 1: The values of � � and � � at the begin-
ning of periods stabilize after several losses, so that each
period thereafter is of a fixed duration 9 .

Lemma 2: The total amount of data sent by the Reno
flows depends only on the initial and final values of � � in a
period.

Lemma 3: The length of a period 9 in a system with
3 Reno flows and a non-zero number of Nice flows is
shorter than that of a system consisting of only the Reno
flows.

The proofs of the above lemmas are not difficult and
appear in Appendix A. Using the above lemmas it is
straightforward to solve for for the residual number of out-
standing Nice packets � � A�M�� @ 6 9EJ , which we denote by

�
,

at the end of a period, and show that it is bounded as follows:

��� 3 � Q '�� ' �
	�������������� *+* (4)

Using this value of
�
, we can compute � � at the end of a

period. The interference � characterizes the fractional loss
in throughput experienced by Reno flows because of the
presence of Nice flows.

Theorem 1: The interference � is given by

� � X �
A��� @ � J A � G�� 5 J (5)

where
�

is bounded as in (4). The proof appears in Appendix
A.

Interference is primarily characterized by
�
, that is as

��� 8 ,
interference � approaches 8 .
The derivation of

�
indicates that the multiplicative decrease

phase in the Nice protocol is crucial for reducing interfer-
ence: it contributes to the inverse exponential term in

�
. Intu-

ititively, multiplicative decrease allows any number of Nice

flows to get out of the way of additively increasing demand
flows. This analysis also indicates that our particular mech-
anism of sampling round trip times from each packet is not
fundamental. What is important is that the protocol detect
when when queue lengths exceed < ( . The protocol is sensi-
tive to � G < ( , which intuitively reflects the time that Nice
must back off before packet losses occur. The value of

�
also

depends on the ratio � ��� �, , which suggests that as the num-
ber of demand flows approaches the maximum queue size the
non-interference property starts to break down. This break-
down is not surprising as each flow barely gets to maintain
one packet in the queue and TCP Reno is known to behave
anamolously under such circumstances [37]. We show in
Appendix A that the above bound on � holds even for the
case when 3 � V . Allowing window sizes to multiplica-
tively decrease below one is crucial in this proof.

When A+��� @ � J�� 2 ��� , Nice flows do not get any through-
put. However, this condition implies that the network is al-
ready saturated and does not have any spare capacity.

4 NS Controlled Tests

The goal of our simulation experiments is to validate our hy-
potheses in a controlled environment. In particular, we wish
to i) test the non-interference property of Nice and ii) deter-
mine if Nice gets any useful bandwidth for the workloads
considered. By using controlled ns [1] simulations in this
phase of the study we can stress test the system by varying
network configurations and load to extreme values. We can
also systematically compare the Nice algorithm against oth-
ers. Overall, the experiments support our theses:

! Nice flows cause almost no interference irrespective of
the number of flows.

! Nice gets a significant fraction of the available spare
bandwidth.

! Nice outperforms other existing protocols, including
Reno, Vegas, and Vegas with reduced � and

�
parame-

ters.

4.1 Methodology

We use ns 2.1b8a for all of our simulation experiments. The
topology used is a bar-bell one in which " TCP senders
transmit through a shared bottleneck link # to an equal num-
ber of receivers. The router connecting the senders to # be-
comes the bottleneck queue. Routers perform drop-tail FIFO
queueing and the buffer size is set to 50 packets, each of
which is 1024 bytes in size. The propogation delay is set to
50ms. We vary the capacity of the link in order to simulate
different amounts of spare capacity.
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Figure 2: Spare capacity vs Latency

We use a 15 minute section of a Squid proxy trace logged
at UC Berkeley as the foreground traffic over L. The num-
ber of flows fluctuate as clients enter and leave the system as
specified by the trace. On average there are about 12 active
clients. In addition to this foreground load, we introduce per-
manently backlogged background flows. For the initial set of
experiments we fix the bandwidth of the link to twice the av-
erage demand bandwidth of the trace. The primary metric we
use to measure interference is the average round-trip latency
of a foreground packet i.e., the time between its being first
sent and the receipt of the corresponding ack, inclusive of re-
transmissions. We use the total number of bytes transferred
by the background flows as the measure of its utilization of
spare capacity.

We compare the performance of the background protocol to
several other strategies for sending background flows. First,
we compare to router prioritization that services a back-
ground packet only if there are no queued foreground pack-
ets. Router prioritization is the ideal strategy for background
flow transmission. In addition, we compare to Vegas( � 7� � � 7�� ), Reno, Vegas( � 7 8 � � 7 8 ), and rate-limited
Reno, which sets a maximum transmission bandwidth on
each flow.

4.2 Results

Experiment 1: In this experiment we fix the number
of background flows to 8 and vary the spare capacity, � .
To achieve a spare capacity � , we set the bottleneck link
bandwidth # 7 A � @�� J K averageDemandBW, where
averageDemandBW is the total number of bytes transferred
in the trace divided by the duration of the trace. Figure 2
plots the average latency of foreground packets as a function
of the spare capacity in the network. Different lines represent
different runs of the experiments using different protocols for
background flows. It can be seen that the Nice is hardly dis-
tinguishable from the router prioritization whereas, the other
protocols cause a significant increase in foreground latency.
Note that the Y-axis is on a log scale, which means that in
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some cases Reno and Vegas increase foreground packets la-
tencies by two orders of magnitude!

Experiment 2: Sensitivity to number of BG flows In this
experiment we fix the capacity of the network to � 7 �
(L twice the bandwidth needed by demand flows), and we
vary the number of background flows. Figure 3 plots of the
latency of foreground packets against the number of back-
ground flows. Even with 100 background Nice flows, the
latency of foreground packets is hardly distinguishable from
the ideal case when routers do strict prioritization. On the
other hand Reno and Vegas background flows can cause de-
mand flows’ latencies to increase by by orders of magnitude.
Figure 4 plots the number of bytes the background flows
manage to get across. A single background flow reaps about
half the spare bandwidth available under router prioritiza-
tion; this background throughput improves with increasing
number of background flows but remains below router pri-
oritization. The difference is the price we pay for ensuring
non-interference with an edge-based algorithm. Note that al-
though Reno and Vegas obtain better throughputs, even for a
small number of flows they shoot up beyond the router prior-
itization line, which means they steal bandwidth from fore-
ground traffic.

We also ran these experiments where we do not allow Nice’s
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congestion window to fall below 1 (graph omitted). In
this case, when the number of background flows exceeds
about 10, the latency of foreground flows begins to increase
noticably; the increase was about a factor of two when
6 ����� V�U��ES 7�� 3 .

Experiment 3: Sensitivity to parameters In this experi-
ment we trace the effect of the threshold and trigger fraction
parameters described in Section 2.2. Figure 5 shows for the
same trace as above, with � 7 �

and 16 background flows,
the latency of foreground packets as a function of the thresh-
old. As expected, as the threshold value increases, the in-
terference caused by Nice increases until the protocol finally
reverts to Vegas behavior as the threshold approaches 1. It is
interesting to note that there is large range of threshold val-
ues yielding low interference, which suggests that its value
need not be manually tuned for each network. We examine
the trigger fraction in the same way, and find no change in
foreground latency as we vary this fraction from 0.1 to 0.9
(graph omitted).

Other results Due to space constraints, we state two other
results here, but omit detailed discussions and graphs. The
full discussion appears in Appendix B.

First, we also perform experiments with synthetically gener-
ated ON/OFF Pareto UDP traffic for the foreground, which
is much burstier and less predictable than TCP foreground
flows. We observe that Nice still causes lower interference
than Reno or Vegas, but does not match router prioritization
as closely. The utilization of spare capacity by Nice is also
lower as compared to the trace workload case. This suggests
that the benefits of Nice are reduced when traffic is unpre-
dictable.

Second, we compare Nice to simple rate limited Reno flows.
When the rate is tuned to approximate the spare capacity of
the network, rate limiting performs well. Nice, however, out-
performs rate limiting and does not require hand tuning.

5 Internet Microbenchmarks

This section presents a controlled experiment in which we
evaluate our Nice implementation over a variety of Internet
links. We seek to answer three questions. First, in a less
controlled environment than our NS simulations, does Nice
still avoid interference. Second, are there enough reasonably
long periods of spare capacity on real links for Nice to reap
reasonable throughput. Third, are any such periods of spare
capacity spread throughout the day, or is the usefullness of
background transfers restricted to nights and weekends?

Our experiments suggest that Nice works for a range of net-
works, including a modem, a cable modem, a transatlantic
link, and a fast WAN. In particular, on these networks it ap-
pears that Nice avoids interfering with other flows and that it
can achieve throughputs that are significant fractions of the
throughputs that would be achieved by Reno throughout the
day.

5.1 Methodology

Our measurement client program connects to a measurement
server program at exponentially-distributed random inter-
vals. At each connection time, the client chooses one of six
actions: Reno/NULL, Nice/NULL, Reno/Reno, Reno/Nice,
Reno/Reno8, Reno/Nice8.2 Each action consists of a “pri-
mary transfer (denoted by the term left of the /) and zero or
more “secondary transfers” (denoted by the term right of the
/). Reno terms indicate flows using standard TCP-Reno con-
gestion control. Nice terms indicate flows using Nice con-
gestion control. For secondary transfers, NULL indicates
actions that initiate no secondary transfers to compete with
the primary transfer, and 8 indicates actions that initiate 8
(rather than the default 1) secondary transfers. The transfers
are of large files whose sizes are chosen to require approxi-
mately 10 seconds for a single Reno flow to compete on the
network under study.

In addition, during these actions and during periods of inac-
tivity, clients ping our server to measure latency for individ-
ual packet transfers.

We position a server that supports Nice at UT Austin. We
position clients (1) in Austin connected to the internet via
a University of Texas 56.6K dial in modem bank (modem),
(2) in Austin connected via a commercial ISP cable modem
(cable modem), (3) in a commercial hosting center in Lon-
don, England connected to multiple backbones including an
OC12 and an OC3 to New York (London), and (4) at the
University of Delaware, which connects to UT via an Abi-
line OC3 (Delaware). All machines run Linux. The server is
a 450MHz Pentium II with 256MB of memory. The clients

2We also test standard Vegas in place of Reno for the large-transfer ex-
periments and find that standard Vegas behaves essentially like Reno. These
results are omitted due to space constraints.
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range from 450-1000MHz and all have at least 256MB of
memory. The experiment ran from Saturday May 11 2002
to Wednesday May 15 2002; we gathered approximately 50
probes per client/workload pair.

5.2 Results

Figure 6 summarizes the results of our large-transfer ex-
periments. On each of the networks, the throughput of
Nice/NULL is a significant fraction of that of Reno/NULL,
suggesting that periods of spare capacity are often long
enough for Nice to detect and make use of them. Sec-
ond, we note that during Reno/Nice and Reno/Nice8 ac-
tions, the primary (Reno) flow achieves similar throughput
to the throughput seen during the control Reno/NULL ses-
sions. In particular, on a modem network, when Reno flows
compete with a single Nice flow, they receive on average
97% of the average bandwidth they receive when there is
no competing Nice flow. On a cable modem network, when
Reno flows compete with eight Nice flows, they receive 97%
of the bandwidth they would recieve alone. Conversely,
Reno/Reno and Reno/Reno8 show the expected fair sharing
of bandwidth among Reno flows, which reduces the band-
with achieved by the primary flow.

Figure 7 shows the hourly average bandwidth achived by
the primary flow for the different combinations listed above.
Our hypothesis is that Nice can achieve useful amounts of
throughput throughout the day, and the data appear to sup-
port this statement.

6 Case Study Applications

6.1 HTTP Prefetching

Many studies have published promising results that suggest
that prefetching (or pushing) content could significantly im-
prove web cache hit rates by reducing compulsory and con-
sistency misses [19, 21, 28, 29, 33, 34, 39, 48]. Few such
systems have been deployed.

Typically, prefetching algorithms are tuned with a thresh-
old parameter to balance the potential benefits of prefetching
data against the bandwidth costs of fetching it and the storage
cost of keeping it until its next use. An object is prefetched
if the estimated probability that the object will be refer-
enced before it is modified exceeds the threshold. Extending
Gray and Shenoy’s analysis of demand caching [27], Chan-
dra calculates reasonable thresholds given network costs,
disk costs, and human waiting time values and concludes
that most algorithms in the literature have been far too con-
servative in setting their thresholds [13]. Furthermore, the
80-100% per year improvements in network [13, 38] and
disk [20] capacity/cost mean that a value that is correct today
may be off by an order of magnitude in 3-4 years.

Our prototype protocol is similar to the one proposed by Pad-
manabhan and Mogul [39]: when serving requests, servers
piggy back lists of suggested objects in a new HTTP reply
header. Clients receiving a prediction list discard old predic-
tions and then issue prefetch requests of objects from the new
list. This division of labor allows servers to use global infor-
mation and application-specific knowledge to predict access
patterns, and it allows clients to filter requests through their
caches to avoid repeatedly fetching an object.

To evaluate prefetching performance, we implement a stan-
dalone client that reads a trace of HTTP requests, simu-
lates a local cache, and issues demand and prefetch requests.
Our client is written in Java and pipelines requests across
HTTTP/1.1 persistent connections [23]. To ensure that de-
mand and prefetch requests use separate TCP connections,
our server directs prefetch requests to a different port than
demand requests. The disadvantage of this approach is that
it does not fit with the standard HTTP caching model. Our
modified client recognizes that URLs with two different
ports are the same, but to simplify deployment we plan to
modify our Nice implementation to allow a server to switch
a single connection between Reno and Nice congestion con-
trol.

In this experiment, we generate predictions at clients (us-
ing knowledge from the trace to simulate server knowledge)
rather than sending predictions across the network. This sim-
plification allows us to use an unmodified Apache server. It
slightly reduces network traffic for prefetching, but the im-
pact on overall performance should be small. If servers have
large prediction lists to send to clients, they can send small
numbers of predictions in the headers of demand replies and
“chain” the rest of the predictions in headers of prefetch
replies.

We use Squid proxy traces from 9 regional proxies col-
lected during January 2001 [51]. Each trace record in-
cludes the URL, the anonomized client IP address, and the
time of the request. We study network interference near the
server by examining subsets of the trace corresponding to
a popular groups of related servers – cnn (e.g., cnn.com,
www.cnn.com, cnnfn.com, etc.). Future work will examine
cross interference near clients when prefetching from multi-
ple unrelated servers.

This study compares relative performance for different re-
source management algorithms for a given set of prefetching
algorithms. It does not try to identify optimal prefetching
algorithms; nor does it attempt to precisely quantify the ab-
solute improvements available from prefetching. We use a
simple prediction by partial matching (PPM) algorithm [18]
PPM- 6 1 � that uses a client’s 6 most recent requests to the
server group for non-image data to predict cachable (i.e.,
non-dynamically-generated) URLs that will appear during a
subsequent window that ends after the � ’th non-image re-
quest to the server group. This algorithm is limited because
it uses neither link topology information [21] nor server-
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Figure 6: Large flow transfer performance. Each bar represents the average transfer time observed for the specified com-
bination of primary/secondary transfers. Empty bars represent the average time for a Reno flow. Solid bars represent the
average time for a Nice flow. The narrow lines are errorbars depicting the minimum and maximum values observed during
multiple runs of each combination.

specific semantic knowledge. For simplicity, we assume that
all non-dynamically-generated data (e.g., data not including
a suffix indicating that a program was executed) are cachable
and unchanging for the 1-hour duration of our experiments.
Also, to allow us to vary demand, we break the trace into
per-client, per-hour sections and treat each section as com-
ing from a different client during the same simulated hour.
Prefetching algorithms and server workloads are likely to
vary widely; we believe that these assumptions yield a sim-
ple system that falls within the range prediction effectiveness
that a simple service might experience.

We use two variations of our PPM- 6 1 � algorithm. The con-
servative variation uses parameters similar to those found in
the literature for HTTP prefetching. It uses 6�7 X , � 7 ;

and sets the prefetch threshold to 0.25 [21]. To prevent
prefetch requests from interfering with demand requests, it
pauses 1 second after a demand reply is received before issu-
ing requests. The aggressive variation uses 6 7 X , � 7 � 8 ,
and truncates prefetch proposal lists with a threshold proba-
bility of 0.00001. It issues prefetches immediately after re-
ceiving them.

We use 2 client machines connected to a server machine via
a cable modem. On each client machine, we run 8 virtual
clients, each with a separate cache and separate HTTP/1.1
demand and prefetch connections to the server. In order
for the demand traffic to consume about 10% of the cable
modem bandwidth, we select the 6 busiest hours from the
30-Jan-2001 trace and divide trace clients from each hour
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Figure 7: Large flow transfer performance over time.

randomly across 4 of the virtual clients. In each of our
seven trials, all the 16 virtual clients run the same prefetch-
ing algorithm: none, conservative-Reno, aggressive-Reno,
conservative-Nice, aggressive-Nice.

Figures 8 shows the average cumulative demand transfer
times perceived by the clients for all the files they are fetch-
ing on demand from the CNN server. In Figure 8, we note
that when clients do conservative prefetching using either
protocol - Nice or Reno - the latency reductions are com-
parable. However, when they start aggressively prefetching
using Reno, the latency blows up by an order of magnitude.
Clients using aggressive Nice prefetching however continue
to see further latency reductions. The figure shows that Nice
is very effective in using up the spare bandwidth for prefetch-
ing without affecting the demand requests.

Figure 9 represents the effect of prefetching over a modem
(the setup is same as above except with the cable modem re-
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Figure 8: Average response time for prefetching for the cnn
server-group.
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Figure 9: Average response time for prefetching for the cnn
server-group.

placed by a modem), an environment where the amount of
spare bandwidth available is not much. This figure shows
that while the Reno and Nice protocols are comparable in
benefits when doing conservative prefetching, aggressive
prefetching using Reno hurts the clients significantly by in-
creasing the latencies three-fold. Nice on the other hand,
does not worsen the latency even though it does not gain
much.

6.2 Tivoli Data Exchange

We study the Tivoli Data Exchange [4] system for replicating
data across large numbers of hosts. This system distributes
data and programs across thousands of client machines using
a hierarchy of replication servers. Both non-interference and
good throughput are important metrics. In particular, these
data transfers should not interfere with interactive use of tar-
get machines. And because transfers may be large, may be
time critical, and must go to a large number of clients us-
ing a modest number of simultaneous connections, each data
transfer should complete as quickly as possible. For exam-
ple, after Congress makes last minute changes to tax laws,
the IRS must rapidly distribute new documentation to audi-
tors. The system must cope with complex topologies includ-
ing thousands of clients, LAN/WAN/modem links, and mo-
bile clients whose bandwiths change drastically over time.
The system currently uses two parameters at each replica-
tion server to tune the balance between non-interference and
throughput. One parameter throttles the maximum rate that
the server will send a single client; the other throttles the
maximum total rate across all clients.

Choosing these rate limiting parameters requires some
knowledge of network topology and may have to choose be-
tween overwhelming slow clients and slowing fast clients
(e.g., distributing a 300MB Office application suite would
nearly a day if throttled to use less than half a 56.6Kb/s mo-
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Figure 10: Tivoli: Nice picks the ideal send rate.

dem). One could imagine a more complex system that allows
the maximum bandwidth to be specified on a per-client ba-
sis, but such a system would be complex to configure and
maintain.

Nice provides an attractive self-tuning abstraction. Using it,
a sender can just send at the maximum speed allowed by the
connection. We are in the process of installing and bench-
marking a series of experiments using the Tivoli software.
Due to time constraints, we report preliminary results using
a standalone server and client.

The server and clients are the same as in the Internet mea-
surements described in Section 5. We initiate large transfers
from the server and during that transfer measure the ping
round trip time between the client and the server. When run-
ning Reno, we vary the client throttle parameter and leave the
total server bandwidth limit to an effectively infinite value.
When running nice, we set both the client and server band-
width limits to effectively infinite values.

Figure 10 shows a plot of ping latencies (representative of in-
terference) as a function of the completion time of transfers
to clients over different networks. With Reno, completion
times decrease with increasing throttle rates, but increase
ping latencies as well. However Nice picks good sending
rates without the need for any manual tuning, and ensure low
ping latencies.

7 Related work

TCP congestion control has seen an enormous body of work
since Jacobson’s seminal paper on the topic [31]. This work
seeks to maximize utilization of network capacity, to share
the network fairly among flows, and to prevent pathological
scenarios like congestion collapse. In contrast our primary
goal is to ensure minimal interference with regular network
traffic; though high utilization is important, it is a distinctly
subordinate goal in our algorithm. Our algorithm is always
less aggressive than standard TCP: it reacts the same way to
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losses and in addition, it reacts to increasing delays. There-
fore, the work to ensure network stability under TCP applies
to Nice as well.

Nice is designed on top of TCP Vegas [11]. We modify
Vegas because it provides a framework for using round-
trip times to control congestion windows. Other round-trip
delay-based congestion control mechanisms have also been
proposed [32, 49, 50] These approaches differ from Nice in
that they attempt to compete fairly with TCP.

The GAIMD [52] and binomial [9] frameworks provide gen-
eralized families of AIMD congestion control algorithms to
allow protocols to trade smoothness for responsiveness in
a TCP-friendly manner. The parameters can also be tuned
to make a protocol less aggressive than TCP. We consid-
ered using these frameworks for constructing a background
flow algorithm, but we were unable to develop the types
of strong non-interference guarantees we seek using these
frameworks. One area for future work is developing simi-
lar generalizations of Nice in order to allow different back-
ground flows to be more or less aggressive compared to one
another while all remain completely timid with respect to
competing foreground flows.

Prioritizing packet flows would be easier with router sup-
port. As noted in Section 4, router prioritization queues such
as those proposed for DiffServe service differentiation archi-
tectures are capable of completely isolating foreground flows
from background flows while allowig background flows to
consume nearly the entire available spare bandwidth. Un-
fortunately, these solutions are of limited use for someone
trying to deploy a background replication service today be-
cause few applications are deployed soley in environments
where router prioritization is installed or activated. A key
conclusion of this study is that an end-to-end strategy need
not rely on router support to make use of available network
bandwidth without interfering with foreground flows.

Router support can also be used to relay network congestion
information to end-points. Examples of this approach are
random early detection (RED) [25], explicit congestion no-
tification (ECN) [3] and Packeteer’s rate controlling scheme
based on acknowledgement streaming [2]. These systems
raise two issues in the context of Nice. First, by supply-
ing better congestion information, routers may improve the
performance of protocols like Nice. Second, our theoreti-
cal analysis of Nice assumes drop-tail queues. Future work
is needed to quantify how other dropping approaches affect
Nice.

Applications limit the network interference they cause in var-
ious ways. For example

! Coarse-grain scheduling (e.g., diurnal patterns): Back-
ground transfers can be scheduled during hours where
there is little foreground traffic. For example, net-
work backup is commonly scheduled for early morn-
ings. Dykes et. al [22] observe appreciable savings in

latency by performing updates of prefetched data dur-
ing the night time alone. Maltzahn et. al [36] dis-
cusses bandwidth smoothing techniques by selectively
distributing traffic across the course of a day.

! Rate limiting: Senders can pace the rate at which bytes
are sent with simple logic, and receivers can limit
senders by limiting their maximum advertised TCP re-
ceive window. For example, Crovella et. al [19]
propose window based rate controlling approaches for
prefetching data and show that not only can overall la-
tency be improved using this approach, but the traf-
fic shaping also leads to less bursty traffic and smaller
queue lengths. The rate controlling approach spreads
prefetched data in the time interval between the end
of the previous request and the beginning of the next.
For example, the Tivoli Data Exchange [4] system lim-
its per-destination and total bandwidth consumption by
each distribution server.
! Application tuning: Applications can limit the amount

of data they send by varying application-level param-
eters. For example, many prefetching algorithms esti-
mate the probability that an object will be referenced
and only prfetch that object if its probability exceeds
some threshold [21, 28, 48, 39].

We believe self-tuning support for background replication
has at least three advantages over existing application-level
approaches. Nice operates over fine time scales, so it can
provide lower interference (by reacing to spikes in load) as
well as higher average throughput (by using a large fraction
of spare bandwidth) than static hand-tuned parameters. This
property reduces the risk and increases the benefits available
to background replication while simplifying design. Also, it
appears that Nice provides useful bandwidth throughout the
day in many environments. Finally, it is not clear how an en-
gineer should go about setting these application parameters.

The congestion manager CM [8] provides an interface be-
tween the transport and the application layers to share in-
formation across connections and for handling applications
using different transport protocols. Such a system could be
used to avoid self-interference, but it is not clear how to use
CM information to reduce cross interference.

Microsoft XP’s Background Intelligent Transfer Service
(BITS) provides three levels of lowered priority levels to
minimize interference with the user’s interactive sessions. It
uses a rate throttling approach based on the amount of spare
network bandwidth available. Further technical specifica-
tions of how BITS works is not publically available.

8 Conclusions

This paper presents an end-to-end congestion control algo-
rithm optimized to support background transfers. Surpris-
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ingly, an end-to-end protocol can nearly approximate the
ideal router-prioritization strategy by (a) almost eliminating
interference with demand flows and (b) reaping significant
fractions of available spare network bandwidth.

This algorithm is designed to support massive replication
of data and services, where hardware (e.g., bandwidth, disk
space, and processor cycles) is consumed to help humans be
more productive. Massive replication systems should be de-
signed as if bandwidth were essentially free. TCP Nice pro-
vides a reasonable approximation of such an abstraction.
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9 Appendix A

In this section we give proofs of the claims in Section 3
and derivation of the upper bound for intereference stated in
equation ( 5). We then show that these derivations also hold
true for the case when the number of Reno flows 3 � V .
9.1 Proofs

Lemma 1: The values of ��� and ��� at the beginning of
periods stabilize after several packet losses, so that each
period thereafter is of a fixed duration 9 .

Proof: Let M�� mark the beginning of a period just after
a packet loss so that � A�M��/J 7 A���1@ � J�� � ��� . Let
M�� � M�5 � M � mark respectively the end of the three intervals
constituing the current period. The beginning of the interval� M�5 ��M � � initiates multiplicative decrease on part of the Nice
flows. The dynamics are given by equation ( 15). Note that
for M � M 5 , ���8A�M�J�� V as each Nice flow maintains a window
of at least one packet.
If ��� ACM 5 J 2 XT3 , ��� multiplicatively decreases at a
rate just enough to counter the rate of increase of � � ,
thereby keeping � fixed at ���=@ < ( till time M��5 such that���8ACM �5 J 7 XN3 . For the rest of the period � M �5 ��M � � the system
dynamics are given by:�7� 7 !$#&% ')(+*!�( 7 , 9# '1(+*

!$#/. '1(+*!�( 7 G #/. '1(+* 95�� #;')(+*
(6)

These equations yield a unique solution to � � ACM � J and� � ACM � J , and therefore � � ACM � 	 J and � � A�M � 	 J . The dynam-
ics in every period thereafter exactly emulates the current
one.
If � � ACM�5�J � XT3 , it is straightforward to argue that � � at
the beginning of the third interval in every period thereafter
keeps monotonically increasing or decreasing. However, as
stated above above, this value is bounded below by V and
above by XT3 . Thus, the length of the period 9 and the sys-
tem dynamics of a period converge.

Corollary 1: After the first packet loss, the residual number
of outstanding Nice packets

�
just before a packet loss is

bounded above by � � ACM � J , obtained by solving ( 6) with the
following boundary conditions:
Initial: ��� A�M �5 J�7 XT3 , � A�M �5 J�7���� @ < (Final: � ACM � J 7	��� @ �
Lemma 2: The total amount of flow sent by the Reno
flows in a period depends only on the initial and final values
of � � in the period.

Proof: The total amount of flow sent out by the Reno
flows is given by integrating the instantaneous sending rate
over the duration of the period. The instantaneous sending
rate at time M is obtained by dividing the current window size��� A�M�J by the current value of the round-trip delay � A�M�J 1 � .
Thus, the total amount of Reno flow 7 sent out in a period
beginning at M�� is given by:

7 7 �, � (�� 	��( � #/%8'1(+* 9#;'1(+* W�M (7)

From ( 13),( 14) and ( 15) we observe that the rate of increase
of ��� throughout a period is given by:

!$# % '1(+*!�( 7 , 9#;'1(+* (8)

From ( 7) and ( 8) we get:

7 7 �, � # % ')(�� 	�� *# % '1(�� * ��� ACM�J W0��� A�M�J
7 #
	% ')(+*5 , � ( � 	��(��

(9)

Hence proved.

Lemma 3: The length of a period 9 in a system with
3 Reno flows and a non-zero number of Nice flows is
shorter than that of a system consisting of only the Reno
flows.

Proof: The proof of this lemma follows straighforwardly
from the dynamics of ��� ACM�J alone. Let 9�� denote the length
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of a period when only 3 Reno flows (and no Nice flows) are
present, and � �� ACM�J denote the total number of outstanding
(Reno) packets at time M . Rewriting ( 8) for � �� ACM�J :

� �� A�M�J�W � �� A�M�J 7 3 �8W M (10)

Assume that a period begins at time M�� . Integrating both sides
of ( 10) and swapping sides we get:

9�� 7 �, 9 � (�� 	�� �(�� � �� ACM�J�W � �� ACM�J
7 � ' 9 - 	 � *' 9 - 	 � * � � �� W0� �� (11)

Similarly, using ( 8) we obtain for 9 :

9 7 � (�� 	��(�� � ACM�J W0� � ACM�J
7 � (�� 	��(�� � ACM�J W0� A�M�J	: !$# % '1(+*!$#;'1(+*
7 � ' 9 - 	 � *' 9 - 	 � * � �BW0� : !$# %!$#

(12)

Notice that the multiplicative term !$# %!$# � �
throughout the

period, as � 7�� � @ � � . Therefore 9 � 9 � .
9.2 Bounding Interference

Interference is calculated as the fractional loss in throughput
obtained by Reno flows due to the presence of Nice flows. In
order to compute this throughput, we first need the residual
number of outstanding Nice packets

�
just before the end of

a period. We use Corollary 1 and solve equatiion ( 6). Divid-
ing the second differential equation by the first we obtain:

!$# . '1(+*!$#/%$'1(+* 7 G # . ')(+*5 ,
� !$#&.0'1(+*#/. '1(+* 7 G !$# % '1(+*5 ,

Integrating both sides we obtain:

���5 , !$#&.# . � G �5 , � 9 - 	 �9 - 	 � � � 5 , W0� �
� ���	� A �5 , J 7 G �5 , � �BG < ( @"XN3 �
� � � XT3 :RQ '�� ' �
	�����������	

� **
If the multiplicative decrease of Nice flows is by a factor
of � instead of X as assumed in ( 15), we obtain the bound
stated in ( 4).

The damage fraction may now be easily computed us-
ing Lemma 2. The asymptotic throughput obtained by Reno
flows is the total flow sent out in a period divided by the

length of the period 9 . By Lemma 2, the total flow sent out
by the Reno flows is a period depends only on the initial and
final values of � � ACM�J in a period. Thus, the throughput 

obtained by Reno flows is computed using ( 9) as:


 7 �� K � ' 9 - 	 � � � *�	�� '+' 9 - 	 � � � * � * 	 �5 ,
The throughput obtained by the Reno flows in the absence of
any Nice flows is given by:

 7 �
� � K ' 9 - 	 � * 	 ' � � � 	 *5 ,

The interference � defined as the fractional loss in through-
put is given by � ���� . By Lemma 3, 9 �L2 9 , which yields:

� �
� ' 9 - 	 � � � *�	 � ' 9 - 	 � *�	 �' 9 - 	 � * 	 ' � � � 	 *

� 5 �' 9 - 	 � *�' � � � 	 *
Hence Theorem 1 follows.

9.3 Case �����

In this case we simply give the differential equations govern-
ing the dynamics of the window sizes claim that Lemmas 1
to 3 hold in this case as well. The verification of the same is
left as an exercise to the reader.

In interval � M � ��M � ��� ACM�J increases from � ACM � J to ��� , at
which point the queue starts building up. Both Reno and
Nice flows increase linearly and their dynamics can be rep-
resented as: ��  !$#&%$')(+*!�( 7 , -

!$#/.0'1(+*!�( 7 2- (13)

The next interval � M � ��M 5 � is marked by additive increase of��� , but additive decrease of � � as the “Diff 2 � ” rule
triggers the underlying Vegas controls for the Nice flows.
However, the rate of decrease of � � ACM�J is bounded by the
rate of increase of ��� ACM�J . The two therefore exactly balance
each other and the total window size � ACM�J remains constant
at ��� . Moreover, in the additive decrease phase, each Nice
flow maintains a minimum window of 1, which implies that� � ACM�J � V in this phase. The round-trip time experienced
by each packet when the queue is non-empty is given by� A�M�J 1 � . Thus, the window dynamics during interval � M �4��M�56�
are as follows:�777� 777 

!$# % ')(+*!�( 7 , 9#;'1(+*
!$#/.0'1(+*!�( 7 G , 9# '1(+* � if � � ACM�J 2 V

7 8 otherwise

(14)

The end of this interval is the time M�5 when � ACM�5�J 7	���L@=< ( ,where < ( is the threshold queue size that begins multiplica-
tive backoff for Nice flows. However, again the rate of
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Figure 11: Spare capacity vs Latency

decrease of � � A�M�J is bounded by the rate of increase of
increase of � � ACM�J . Thus, the dynamics of interval � M�5 � M � � are
governed by:

�7� 7 !$#/%$'1(+*!�( 7 , 9#;'1(+*
!$#/. ')(+*!�( 7 G m 4�6%A #/. '1(+* 95�� # '1(+* � , 9# '1(+* J

(15)

The end of the above interval marks the completion of the
period. At this point � A�M � J 7���� @ � , and right after, each
flow decreases its window size by a factor of � , thereby
entering into the next period.

Using Lemmas 1 to 3, it is easily shown that the inter-
ference bound given in ( 5) continues to hold.

10 Appendix B

In this section we show the results of the remaining ns simu-
lation experiments.

10.1 Rate Limiting

Experiment 4a: In this experiment we compare Nice
to simple rate-limited Reno flows. The foreground traffic
is again modeled by the Squid trace and the experiment
performed is identical to experiment 1.

Fig 11 plots the average latency of foreground packets
as a function of the spare capacity in the network. The var-
ious lines represent rate-limited background flows with the
limits corresponding to a window size of 1,2,4 and 16. It can
be seen that even a flow with a rate limit of 1 inflicts slightly
greater interference than Nice! This result is not surprising
as Nice is equipped to reduce its window size below one
when it deems necessary to minimize interference. All other
flows with higher rates perform much worse and result in
upto two orders of magnitude of increase in latency.
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Figure 12: Number of BG flows vs Latency
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Figure 13: Number of BG flows vs BG throughput

Experiment 4b: In this experiment we fix the capacity of
the network to � 7 �

(L twice the bandwidth needed by de-
mand flows), and we vary the number of background flows.
This experiment is identical to experiment 2. Fig 12 plots
of the latency of foreground packets against the number of
background flows. We observe that even flows limited to
a window size of 1 inflict upto two orders of magnitude
of increase in latency when there are 64 background flows
present. Nice on the other hand is hardly distinguishable
from the router prioritization line even for a 100 background
flows. Fig 13 plots the number of bytes the background
flows manage to get across. We observe that a single Nice
background flow gets more throughput than a flow rate lim-
ited to a window size of 8. This single Nice flow obtains
about 10 times as much throughput as a flow rate-limited
to a window of one but still causes lower intereference as
was seen in the previous graph. With increasing number of
flows, the rate-limited flows show a linear (X-axis is on a
log-scale) increase in throughput while the throughput ob-
tained by Nice increases much slower. However, all the rate-
limited flows, sooner or later cross the router prioritization
line, which means that they steal bandwidth from the fore-
ground flows. Nice on the other hand remains below the
router prioritization line always and gets between 60-80% of
the spare bandwidth.
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10.2 On/Off Pareto FG Traffic

Experiment 5a: In this experiment we model the fore-
ground traffic as a set of UDP sources transmitting in an
on/off manner in accordance with a Pareto distribution. The
burst time and idle time were each set to 250ms, and the
value of the shape parameter set to 1.5 . The experiments
performed were identical to the ones involving trace-based
traffic i.e. spare capacity and the number of background
flows were varied.

Fig 14 plots the average latency of foreground packets as a
function of the spare capacity in the network. We observe
that though the Nice flows cause less latency overhead than
Reno or Vegas, the numbers are not as impressive as in the
case when the foreground traffic was a trace following TCP.
These numbers suggest that Nice is not well-suited to envi-
ronments where the traffic is unpredictable. They also sup-
port our thesis that Nice works by using round-trip delay esti-
mates in the current round to predict the state of the network
in the next. As expected it doesn’t work well when the traffic
is unpredictable.

Experiment 5b: Sensitivity to number of BG flows In
this experiment we fix the capacity of the network to � 7 X
(L has four time the bandwidth needed by demand flows),
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Figure 16: Number of BG flows vs BG throughput

and we vary the number of background flows. Fig 15 plots
of the latency of foreground packets against the number of
background flows. Again we observe that though Nice out-
performs Reno and Vegas, it doesn’t match router prioritiza-
tion as closely. However, Nice continues to show graceful
degradation with the number of background flows because
of it’s ability to decrease it’s window size below one. Fig 16
plots the number of bytes the background flows manage to
get across. We observe that a single Nice flow obtains about
70% of the spare bandwidth available under router prioriti-
zation; this background throughput improves with increasing
number of background flows but remains below router prior-
itization. Thus, Nice reaps a significant fraction of the spare
capacity even when the foreground traffic is unpredicatble.
This result is not surprising as the interference it causes is
also considerable.
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